Abstract The performance of a digital mammography system (Siemens Mammomat Novation) using different target/filter combinations and tube voltage has been assessed. The objective of this study is to optimize beam quality selection based on contrast-to-noise ratio (CNR) and mean glandular dose (MGD). Three composition of breast were studied with composition of glandular/adipose of 30/70, 50/50, and 70/30. CNR was measured using 2, 4 and 6 cm-thick simulated breast phantoms with an aluminium sheet of 0.1 mm thickness placed on top of the phantom. Three target/filter combinations, namely molybdenum/molybdenum (Mo/Mo), molybdenum/rhodium (Mo/Rh) and tungsten/rhodium (W/Rh) with various tube voltage and mAs were tested. MGD was measured for each exposure. For 50/50 breast composition, Mo/Rh combination with tube voltage 26 kVp is optimal for 2 cmthick breast. W/Rh combination with tube voltage 27 and 28 kVp are optimal for 4 and 6 cm-thick breast, respectively. For both 30/70 and 70/30 breast composition, W/Rh combination is optimal with tube voltage 25, 26 and 27 kVp, respectively. From our study it was shown that there are potential of dose reduction up to 11% for a set CNR of 3.0 by using beam quality other than that are determined by AEC selection. Under the constraint of lowest MGD, for a particular breast composition, calcification detection is optimized by using a softer X-ray beam for thin breast and harder X-ray beam for thick breast. These experimental results also indicate that for breast with high fibroglandular tissues (70/30), the use of higher beam quality does not always increase calcification detection due to additional structured noise caused by the fibroglandular tissues itself.
Introduction
Optimization of exposure parameters in digital mammography necessitates maximization of the image contrast-tonoise ratio (CNR), while simultaneously minimizing patient dose. Since the breast is a highly radio-sensitive organ, it is important that dose level during screening mammography be kept as low as possible so that screening itself does not increase the risk of breast cancer induction [1, 2] . Optimal beam quality was defined as giving a target CNR for the lowest mean glandular dose (MGD) [3] . A major factor determining both image quality and dose is the spectral composition of the X-ray beam. The energy spectrum is determined primarily by the tube target material, the type of filtration and the tube operating voltage [4] .
In digital mammography, selection of optimal X-ray tube voltage and mAs should result in highest CNR that minimizes the patient dose [5] . Increasing the tube potential increases the penetration of the beam and this decreases the MGD, and decreases image contrast. Breast thickness and tissue composition strongly affect X-ray absorption [6] . Higher kVp (higher HVL) increases beam penetrability (lower entrance skin exposure) and lower MGD, but decreases inherent subject contrast [7] .
Several authors have investigated the optimal spectra in digital mammography. Dance et al. [8] conducted a Monte Carlo study on the influence of anode/filter material and tube potential on contrast, signal-to-noise ratio and average glandular dose in mammography. They concluded that anode/filter combinations other than Mo/Mo, which result in higher energy spectra are preferable in digital mammography for breast thicker than 2 cm. Berns and Hendrick [9] performed contrast-detail experiments on optimization of technique factors in mammography. Their results indicate that for 2 cm thick breast, the lowest possible kVp for each target filter was optimal. For 4 cm thick breast, lowcontrast lesion detection was insensitive to the target-filter and kVp selected between 25 and 35 kVp. Their results also indicated that at 6 cm, Rh-Rh at 30 kVp was optimum and at 8 cm, Rh-Rh at 40-46 kVp was optimum. Young et al. [3] conducted an experimental method of determining the optimal beam quality based on CNR measurement. They found that for breasts with a thickness of 21 mm or 32 mm, a tube voltage of either 25 kV or 28 kV and Mo/ Mo target/filter combination was optimal. For breast thickness of 45 mm and greater, the combination that had the highest X-ray energy (34 kV Rh/Rh) was optimal. More recently, Williams et al. [4] conducted a study on optimization of exposure parameters for five commercial full field digital mammography (FFDM) systems using figure of merit (FOM), the ratio of the square of the image SNR to MGD to compare technique factors. The results show that in general FOM is a slowly changing function of kVp, with stronger dependence on the choice of target/filter combination. They found that the exposure parameter set resulting in the highest FOM value was system specific, depending on both sets of available target/filter combinations and on the receptor type.
The objective of this study is to examine the effect of exposure parameter selection (target/filter combination, kV and mAs) on the image CNR and the MGD over a range of breast thickness and composition.
Materials and methods

Mammography system
FFDM system, namely Siemens Mammomat Novation (Siemens, Munich, Germany) was used in this study. The image receptor was amorphous selenium (a-Se) with an active area of 24 9 29 cm which directly converts incoming X-ray photons to digital image data. An antiscatter grid with a grid ratio of 5:1 was used with a nominal focal spot size of 0.3 mm and a focus-to-receptor distance of 65 cm.
CNR measurement CNR was measured using 2, 4 and 6 cm polymethyl methacryclate (PMMA) simulating breast with an aluminium sheet of 0.1 mm thickness placed on top of the phantom. The use of aluminium sheet was to represent the attenuation of calcification and to estimate the contrast produced radiographically. This was used by the European guidelines for quality assurance in mammography [10] . The CIRS (Computerized Imaging Reference Systems) material is used at 2, 4 and 6 cm composition of 30% glandular/70% adipose (30/70) and 70% glandular/30% adipose (70/30).
Image analysis
The region of interest (ROI) used to determine the average signal intensities in the background and Al sheet regions was a square with a size of approximately 55 9 55 pixels. Figure 1 shows a radiographic image of the phantom, illustrating the locations of ROI with (position 2) and without (position 1) Al sheet. Each ROI was located at 6 cm from chest wall and 5 mm from the adjacent edge of the Al sheet.
The CNR was obtained from the ratio of the difference between the average Al sheet intensity (I Al ) and the surrounding average background intensity (I background ) to the measured standard deviation r. The CNR is thus given by 
Exposure parameters
Three target/filter combinations, namely molybdenum/ molybdenum (Mo/Mo), molybdenum/rhodium (Mo/Rh) and tungsten/rhodium (W/Rh) with various tube voltage and mAs were tested. For each thickness, five different kVp were selected ( Table 1 ). The PMMA phantoms were used together with AEC selection in order to establish the starting point which is to be the mid kVp setting out of the five. The kVp range was applied to all target/filter combinations.
MGD measurement
To assess the MGD, entrance surface air kerma (ESAK) was measured for each exposure using ion chamber in air at the level of each phantom thickness. The MGD was calculated on the basis of conversion factors estimated by Dance et al.
[11], according to the following expression
The factor g is the coupling factor between ESAK and MGD corresponds to a glandularity of 50% and Mo/Mo target/filter combination. Factor c corrects for any differences in breast compositions at different compressed breast thickness. Factor s corrects for the difference from the standard g tabulation due to the use of different target/ filter combination.
Results
It was assumed that satisfactory image quality would be achieved if a specific CNR was achieved. For each exposure parameter, the calculated CNR was plotted against the MGD for the different beam qualities tested. For the purpose of comparison, a CNR of 3.0 was selected for reference value which is also typical value for image quality using current automated exposure parameters selection using AEC system for 4 cm PMMA.
For each parameter (breast composition, breast thickness, target/filter and kV) calculated CNR was plotted against the MGD. A representative example of the dependence of the CNR on increasing MGD is shown in Fig. 2 Figures 3 and 4 illustrate MGD against breast thickness and breast composition at 27 kVp for different target/filter combinations. As expected MGD increases with increasing breast thickness and glandularity.
The choice of X-ray tube voltage in digital mammography is guided by an attempt to achieve a certain value of CNR that enables an accurate diagnosis to be made and that also minimizes the patient dose. The corresponding MGD resulting in the lowest MGD was therefore deemed to be the optimal selection. Figure 5 shows the plot of MGD against kVp for 30/70 breast composition. It was shown that for 30/70 breast composition, W/Rh is optimal target/filter combination with X-ray tube voltage of 25, 26 and 27 kV for breast thickness of 2, 4 and 6 cm, respectively. Figure 6 shows the plot of MGD against kVp for 50/50 breast composition. For 2 cm-thick breast at 26 kVp yields the lowest MGD for all target/filter combinations. Mo/Rh target/filter combination delivers slightly lower dose compared to W/Rh and therefore is deemed to be optimal target/filter for 2 cm-thick breast. For 4 cm and 6 cm-thick breast, W/Rh is optimal target/filter combination with tube voltage of 27 and 28 kVp, respectively.
For 70/30 breast composition (Fig. 7) , W/Rh yields the lowest MGD for all thickness with optimal kVp of 25, 26 and 27 for 2, 4 and 6 cm-thick breast thickness, respectively.
Discussion and conclusion
This study provides a means of evaluating whether AEC function for this system are well designed. It was shown that there are potential of dose reduction up to 11.76% and CNR improvement using beam quality other than that as determined by AEC selection. It is noted that AECs kVp selection is based solely on compressed breast thickness and is thus insensitive to changing breast composition, and select the same target/filter combination and kVp for all breast compositions of a given thickness. From this study, it was shown that under the constraint of lowest MGD, for a particular breast composition, image CNR is optimized by using a softer X-ray beam for thin breasts and harder X-ray beam for thick breast. Mo/Rh combination is only superior for 2 cm breast with 50/50 glandularity. For all breast compositions, as the breast thickness increase, there is greater possibility for dose reduction using W/Rh followed by Mo/Rh and Mo/Mo. From Table 2 , it can be shown that AEC selection was agreed as an optimal exposure parameters for 4 and 6 cm breast thickness with 50/50 composition. For 30/70 and 70/30 breast composition little improvement was obtained for 6 cm breast thickness. For thick breast the scatter radiation is high and the penalties in terms of the loss of primary radiation through absorption are high thus reducing the image CNR. These experimental results indicate that for breast with high fibroglandular content (70/30), the use of higher beam quality does not always increase calcification detection. It may be due to additional structured noise caused by the fibroglandular tissues. In this case, it may not be possible to reduce the overall noise sufficiently to compensate for contrast losses [3, 9] . 
